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Your luck never runs out with Roulette Angle Analyzer app on iOS
Published on 12/09/13
Silicon valley based InsightBet LLC today announces Roulette Angle Analyzer 2.0.1, the
recent important update of its popular betting app for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch.
Developed to provide users with the detailed info about roulette betting strategy, this
roulette strategy application outlines a multitude of important roulette systems & tools,
statistics & best practices that will provide for both professional and casual gamers with
a viable supplement to better understand how to bet.
Sunnyvale, California - InsightBet LLC, a leading mobile applications and Casino Gaming IT
solutions developer, has announced their excitement over the recent update of Roulette
Angle Analyzer(TM) for iPhone and iPad devices running on iOS 5.0 or later. The
publisher's grand opus of roulette betting strategy, this app treads into uncharted
territory both on Apple's App Store as well as the mobile app marketplace as a whole.
Providing a detailed roulette game strategy tools, Roulette Angle Analyzer(TM) is
extraordinary both in its scope as well as its ambitions. This app was developed to
provide users with a great focus on certain game aspects in a user-friendly way, which
they can utilize anytime, and anywhere to steadily master roulette technique secrets and
improve their game as a result. Roulette Angle Analyzer is currently available for free on
the App Store in the Games Casino category.
Developed with ease of use in mind, this app features quite easy in use menu and app
controls. App offers various highly effective tools such as Manual where users can find
tons of extremely useful information regarding winning patterns, regional statistics as
well as special statistics and much more. Roulette Angle Analyzer(TM) is a full-featured
roulette-betting course that is accessible to a wide range of users, requiring only a
general roulette background to be helpful.
The app is logically divided into distinct sections like Angle Statistics Tool, Classic
Statistics Tools etc that together provide users with a concise path to develop an optimal
roulette strategy that will ensure that their results has the maximum opportunity to
prosper. Furthermore, because every roulette concept covered is explained using a variety
of specific examples this app possesses the flexibility to teach engaged amateurs &
professionals gamers how to utilize their analytical data as a managerial tool to make
right decision and let them control and make more accurate bets at the roulette wheel. The
app now also features Chinese language in addition to already available English on their
web platform.
A highly polished roulette guide to say the least, Roulette Angle Analyzer(TM) lets users
stay connected via Chat or even Group Chat so users can easily share their thoughts and
ideas wherever they'd like without ever leaving the app. App provides all the information
and statistics supplements to make your game results more successful and you will be able
to place bets with confidence. Download Roulette Angle Analyzer(TM) app today and increase
your chances to win.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 38.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Roulette Angle Analyzer 2.0.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category.
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InsightBet:
http://insightbet.net
Roulette Angle Analyzer 2.0.1:
http://rouletteking.org
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/roulette-angle-analyzer/id520852165
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/85/d8/c0/85d8c0b0-e632-8c3de580-c82b7549c99b/screen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/8f/0c/98/8f0c988bbb08-9af3-adde-05675a4273a9/mzl.pjcirlvl.175x175-75.jpg

Located in Sunnyvale, California InsightBet LLC is an established mobile applications
developer currently focused on providing consumers with the highest quality Casino
strategy solutions for the mobile marketplace. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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